Rapid motor cortical plasticity can be induced by motor imagery training.
Previous behavioural research has revealed that motor imagery (MI) can be an effective technique to generate and enhance motor learning and rehabilitation. This MI-enhanced motor performance may emerge because MI shares overlapping neural networks with movement execution and observation and leads to the activation and neuro-plasticity of the motor system. Neurophysiological studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have shown that physical and observational practice can elicit use-dependent, neuro-plastic changes in the cortical representation of movement. The purpose of the current experiment was to determine if similar changes in cortical representation of thumb movements could be elicited with MI training. Single-pulse TMS was provided over primary motor cortex to generate involuntary thumb movements before and after each of five training blocks. The dominant direction (flexion or extension) of TMS-evoked thumb movements was used as an index of the representation of thumb movements in primary motor cortex. During training, participants either imagined moving (experimental MI group) or physically moved (control PT group) their thumbs in the direction opposite to the dominant direction of their TMS-evoked thumb movements determined in the pre-training assessment. Both PT and MI training resulted in increases in the percentage of TMS-evoked thumb movements in the trained direction. These changes were apparent for the MI group after 900 imagery trials, whereas the changes were detectable in the PT group after 300 trials. These results indicate that MI can induce plastic changes similar to those of physical training, although more trials may be needed for these changes to occur.